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Abstract. This paper suggests that a distinction between knowledge
acquisition methods should be made. On the one hand there are methods
which aim to help the expert and knowledge engineer analyse what knowledge
is involved in solving a particular type of problem and how this problem
solving is carried out. These methods are concerned with classifying the
different types of problem solving and providing tools and methods to help the
knowledge engineer identify the appropriate approach and ensure nothing is
omitted.. A different approach to knowledge acquisition focuses on ensuring
incremental addition of validated knowledge as mistakes are discovered
(validated knowledge here means only that the earlier performance of the
system is not degraded by the addition of new knowledge). The organisation
of this knowledge is managed by the system rather than the expert and
knowledge engineer. This would seem to correspond to human incremental
development of expertise. From this perspective task analysis is a secondary
activity related to explanation and justification not acknowledge acquisition.
Ripple Down Rules is a limited example of this approach. The paper
considers the possibility of extending this approach to make it a more
generally applicable.

1

Models and Tasks

Knowledge based systems is an area where analysis of what the discipline is
concerned with has followed practical development. Expert systems were being built
before there was a well developed theory of what they were about. The initial
analyses were very simple, e.g. forward and backward chaining, model-based versus
heuristic etc. Newell proposed that one could step back from the symbolic
representation level for systems and see them at a higher level one: should ask "why"
questions about the expert rather than "how" questions [50]. Clancey made clear
what practitioners knew but had not made explicit: that the world divides into
classification and configuration tasks [10] . He also developed a detailed analysis of
a major type of problem solving, heuristic classification.
Chandrasekaran
enumerated a wider range of tasks [4, 5] in terms of which problem solving could be

described. In a different approach Clancey has attempted to elucidate all the control
knowledge or model construction operators that may be implicit in an expert system
[14]
The culture of early expert systems, and probably still the prevailing culture in every
day practice is that in building an expert system one attempts to extract or mine the
knowledge from the experts head. It has become very clear that this is not in fact the
case. Clancey [8, 14] proposed that all knowledge based systems, whether they were
based on heuristics or traditional ideas of a model, are really qualitative models of
some aspect of the world. Hence knowledge engineering becomes not an attempt by
the knowledge engineer to find what the expert was really doing in their mind but a
cooperative effort between expert and knowledge engineer to build a model of part of
the world using the expert's expert knowledge and understanding about what happens
in the world and the knowledge engineer's skill in building and testing models.
This general outlook culminates the task based approach to building KBS. This is a
far from homogenous field and it has a variety of ancestries, but all of these
approaches can be characterised as second generation attempts to step back from
building an expert system to understand more clearly what tasks one is involved in.
This enables these tasks to be approached more rationally and one can check that all
the relevant issues for an identified sub-task have been covered and so guide the
selection of tools appropriate for the task. In Chandrasekaran's generic task approach
it is claimed that there a group of tasks and hierarchy of sub-tasks in terms of which
all problem solving can be understood (for an example see [1]). These tasks are
specified at a fairly high level. The KADS approach is related, but the tasks are
specified in more detail, so that there may or may not a task available by which a
particular problem solving activity of an expert can be understood [59]. KADS
however is more general as it explicitly considers all aspects of the problem, for
example specifying the domain model[63]. It also specifies the application of a task
method to the problem in domain independent terms. The details of how the different
approaches vary is beyond the scope of this paper. However they are all attempts to
set up a frame work in which one can approach knowledge acquisition in a
systematic way, so that nothing gets left out and one understands where one is up to.
The second stage of this approach is to provide tools to facilitate the development.
Work includes[61, 49, 62, 55] amongst many others.
These methods are obviously useful and successful. There can be no doubt that a
disciplined approach that helps you select the best approach and take everything into
account, will provide benefits. It appears that the KADS approach has been used in
perhaps hundreds of applications in Europe. The clearest demonstration of the virtue
of the general approach is in the SPARK BURN FIREFIGHTER work of Digital.
Here one has basic tools to build more specific tools to finally build the application
system [44]. This approach has resulted in remarkable decreases in the time taken to
develop systems. It is not clear whether such results will be found universally or
whether the systems built were particularly suitable for the approach; however, it is
obvious that large gains can be achieved.
The various task approaches emphasise a principled decomposition of expert problem
solving. In practice the careful principled approach may not be necessary.

Rappaport suggests that it doesn't really matter much whether individual problem
solving tools are ideally suited to a problem, the power will come from having a large
enough range of user friendly tools fully embedded in systems with excellent
communication between the tools[56].
The KSSn system of Gaines. [30] probably exemplifies Rappaport's claim. The
system includes tools to carry out repertory gird analysis, induction, a subsumption
based knowledge representation language, tools to enable the knowledge to be
constructed graphically, an inference engine and an integrated wordprocessor for
reports. One can move freely between these different tools to build and explore a
knowledge base and related set of cases. Gaines partial claim in the Sisyphus
experiments, in contrast to the more formal task approaches, is not that the KSSn
tools provide a comprehensive way of assisting one to think about the domain
correctly, but that they make things sufficiently easy that one develops a good
generic solution to the problem anyway[28].

2

Knowledge as Justification

Implicit in the modelling approach to knowledge based systems is the realisation that
the knowledge in expert systems does not represent the knowledge in an expert's
head, but rather it represents the system in the world being modelled. Other work has
reached the same conclusion that knowledge acquisition from experts was not based
on experts reporting on what was going on inside their mind. Rather than explain
how they reached a conclusion experts justify that their conclusion is correct [20, 23].
These justifications were tailored to the specific contexts in which they were given.
The justification the expert gives is directed towards what the expert guesses are the
concerns of his or her questioner and attempts to address those concerns. For
example if the questioner appears to believe that a deep scientific explanation of
reasoning is required the expert will explain his reasoning in those terms. If the
questioner believes that judgements are founded on past experience, the explanation
will be couched in these terms. Again the justification will vary depending on the
expertise of the questioner. The knowledge extraction understanding of knowledge
acquisition would assume that the more complete or complex explanation will be
given to a naive questioner rather than to a person who is already fairly expert. In
fact the converse is generally true. It is more easy for an expert to justify their
judgement to a lay person with naive concerns than to another expert.
One conclusion from this analysis is that knowledge, justification in context, is
constructed. This fits closely with the knowledge bases as qualitative models
perspective discussed earlier. The philosophical implication of this position is that
all knowledge is constructed, a created artefact and that no knowledge can ever be
"true". Knowledge has to be taken in conjunction with insight [41]. We use
knowledge to try and express our insights into reality and constantly require insight
to recognise how our knowledge makes sense of reality[16]. This applies to all
knowledge from sense knowledge to expertise [16, 23]. This analysis also relates to
the philosophy of Popper in which it is impossible to prove an hypothesis true, rather
one progresses in knowledge by disproving or falsifying hypotheses[53]. Popper is
best known for applying this to scientific development but in fact applied his
falsification approach to all knowledge. His work thus relates to that of Piaget who

analysed early childhood development in terms of children forming and testing
hypotheses, often initially quite bizarre, in terms of an adult world view [52]. Other
related ideas can be found in Wittgenstein's later work[65]
Clancey in other work has proposed related views, for example [6, 7, 11-14] Others
such as Winograd and Flores have provided similar but more general critiques[64].

3

Tasks and philosophy

It has been argued elsewhere that the philosophical ancestry of the knowledge
extraction approach to knowledge acquisition is Platonism[16, 23]. The reductionist
assumption that one should be able to dig deep enough to find primitive concepts and
the relationship between them on which knowledge is built finds its origins in Plato's
concept of archetypes. That is, that there exist (literally) archetypes for all the things
in the world and the concepts we use and the objects in the world are just faint
reflections of the archetypes. Proposals such as the knowledge principle [40] and the
physical symbol hypothesis [51] are essentially statements of belief that if the
archetypes and relevant logical relationships can be found and manipulated
intelligent thought can be reproduced. This is perhaps a simplification of the
physical symbol hypothesis, but it seems fair to claim that it expresses how the
physical symbol hypothesis is usually understood. Although this finds it origins in
Plato, Plato would probably disown it as his concerns were the converse and his
development of the archetypes was an attempt to explain insight: to explain how we
understand what things are. His question of how concepts are linked to reality is of
esoteric concern to knowledge based system researchers. Despite the partial
recognition that knowledge bases are models and the philosophical views this
implies, the prevailing view is that intelligence is only the manipulation of concepts.
A version of the physical symbol hypothesis which fits more easily with the analysis
of knowledge engineering above is rather that symbols and their relationships can be
used to express and manipulate anything that can be humanly expressed and
manipulated. The physical symbol hypothesis is not concerned with intelligence per
se but with the discourse that arises from intelligence. Clancey has emphasised that
knowledge is not what we have in our heads but what we express as a result of
intelligent activity [11], i.e. knowledge only exists in its expression. It has been
claimed [11, 23] that the problems with building KBS are largely due to incorrect
philosophical assumptions. Other have used the same approach to argue for the
futility of trying to build expert systems [24] . The argument here is rather that
different philosophical assumptions suggest other approaches to building expert
systems.
The question arises of whether the task based approach as outlined above is just a
new version of the Platonic approach to knowledge engineering or really represents a
new approach to dealing with knowledge. Opinions vary with he KADS authors
strongly disagreeing with the philosophical outlook above as presented by Clancey
[58], although Clancey has made major contributions to the notion of tasks.[10, 14].
The conventional approach to knowledge engineering has been to emphasise that
what the expert does in problem solving is important and go in search of this. As we
have argued this search is always frustrated as the expert only justifies their

conclusions, not explains how they are reached. The emphasis in the task approach is
that the expert's way of organising their knowledge, organising their problem solving
is important. What the task approach does is to say that you need more framework to
more easily identify what the expert is doing. The task people might prefer to put it
that you help the expert to find the appropriate way to model the problem solving that
her or she carries out. There are a number of problems with either version of this
idea. Apart from the philosophical analysis already presented, the most obvious
problem is that the number and nature of the tasks is perhaps even more
indeterminate than the number of sub atomic particles. The tasks one identifies
depend on one's starting point and philosophical framework and there appears to be
no clear mapping between the tasks identified in the different approaches. Gruber is
attempting to translate between different ontologies, a related problem, but readily
acknowledges that there is no guarantee that this is universally possible [32].
It is clear that one cannot claim that an expert in his problem solving carries out
specific types of tasks. Just as knowledge bases are models, so too task analysis is an
attempt to model human problem solving. However, if the various task analyses are
just ways of modelling human problem solving is it important to use them? They
obviously have practical advantages over raw attempts at knowledge engineering, but
they still have many of the difficulties of knowledge engineering. Allemang notes
that generic task analysis is difficult and requires a knowledge engineer [1]. Marques
et al [44] similarly note that experts are enmeshed in the details of using their skills
and find it difficult to understand what they are doing in more abstract terms. Any
reading of the KADS literature suggests that one requires a high level of skill to use
the approach. Are we adopting such difficult approaches because of their superiority
over unstructured methods, or is part of the motivation the philosophical baggage of
the Platonic knowledge extraction approach to knowledge engineering? Perhaps we
may say that we are no longer motivated by finding out how the expert solves a
problem, rather we are concerned with choosing the right way to solve a particular
problem. The emphasis seems to be still on the notion of archetypes. We are no
longer trying to get down to the right symbols and relationships, just to the right task
analysis (and the other related analyses).
Clearly this has a different emphasis from the justification approach above. The
justification approach claims that experts cannot report on how they solve problems,
but they will attempt to justify their problem solving in whatever frame work they are
questioned. This allows them to work in the task framework, but if this is really just
a post factum justification or explanation of the problem solving that the expert does,
why should problem solving by the knowledge base system have to be developed and
carried out in these terms? Surely the problem is how to handle the simple
justifications the expert provides for individual decisions rather than to force the
expert to create justifications in terms of some global problem solving framework.

4

Aim

The real long term goal of knowledge based system technology is systems that can
learn to carry out problem solving from the justifications that humans provide and
then explain what they are doing in terms of generic tasks or any other framework
that is required. This is the conventional aim of knowledge based systems research:

systems that can perform at an expert level and explain themselves. Here however, it
is part of the explanation facility of the system that it can explain itself in terms of
tasks, or at other levels in terms of "deep" models, heuristics etc. There is no
importance in having the system solve the problem in a particular way, the
importance is in having the system able to justify itself in what ever framework is
required. This is what people do - they solve problems and then justify (well or
badly) what they have done from whatever angle the context requires. The goal of
KBS should be to emulate this ability. Gruber makes a similar point in arguing for
Ontolingua [32].
The initial focus of knowledge acquisition was to assist the expert elucidate how they
solved a problem. Because of the difficulty of doing this and the result that too much
problem solving was implicit [9, 14], we now try to get the expert to elucidate what
they are doing within a particular framework. What we really want is for the expert
to have a dialogue with the KBS where the KBS can ask the expert questions that
require only the expert's problem solving expertise to answer, not his ability to
understand problem solving, (a separate and difficult task [44]). Out of this should
comes a KBS that can reproduce the expert's behaviour and can in turn answer the
expert's domain based questions, and for added benefit, answer our knowledge
structuring questions.
The task approaches aim to enable the developer to work at the knowledge level
rather than the symbol level; however, intensive analysis is still required. The aim
here is to be able to handle knowledge without analysis. Tools based on Personal
Construct Psychology such as KSS0 go some way towards this goal and are based on
the related notion that human intelligence should be used for identifying differences
rather than trying to create definitions[29]. These tools require the expert to make
domain decisions about the differences and similarities between objects in the
domain. However they also later require the expert to examine the knowledge and
manipulate it more globally if it is unsatisfactory.
We do not have a fully developed plan of how this extravagant goal is to be achieved.
What we have are some very limited instances of partially achieving this goal from
which we are trying to extrapolate. The aim of this paper is to consider these
instances to see how progress may be made towards the goal. Despite the critique of
the task approaches above, the work here does not yet offer an alternative of the same
scope and task methods will continue to be the basis of a major developments. The
aim here is explore the possibility of methods more committed to the philosophical
assumptions that underlie the task/modelling approaches.

5

Basic Ripple Down Rules

The limited system from which we hope to extrapolate is Ripple Down Rules. This
approach was developed with the aim of using the knowledge an expert provided
only in the context within which it was provided. For rule based systems it was
assumed that the context was the sequence of rules which had been evaluated to give
a certain conclusion. If the expert disagreed with this conclusion and wished to
change the knowledge base so that a different conclusion was reached, knowledge
was added in the form of a new rule of whatever generality the expert required, but

this rule was only evaluated if the same rules were evaluated with the same outcomes
as previously. This corresponds to an expert guessing what led the trainee to the
wrong conclusion and giving a justification for an alternate conclusion aimed at
overcoming the specific deficiency in the trainee's knowledge. Fig 1 illustrates the
structure of a ripple down rule knowledge base and Table 1 summarises the
approach.
Initial experiments were based on rebuilding GARVAN-ES1 an early medical expert
system [19, 33] and demonstrated rapid rule addition with low error rates[20, 23].
An extension to the method was to restrict the expert's choice of rule conditions to
those that would ensure a valid rule. Firstly the case that prompts the addition of a
new rule is stored in association with the rule as a "cornerstone case". In adding a
rule to correct the classification of a case the expert is allowed to choose any
conjunction of conditions that are true for the case as long at least one these
conditions differentiates the case from the only cornerstone case that could possibly
reach the new rule, i.e. the cornerstone case associated with the rule that gave the
wrong classification. [21, 60]. Gaines has proposed more thorough validation by
storing all cases that are correctly classified by a rule and only allowing the expert to
choose conditions for the new rule which exclude all these cases[27].
5.1

Ripples in relation to other methods

A key feature of ripple down rules is thus validation at acquisition time. The expert
is only allowed to chose from conditions that will ensure a valid rule. However to do
this all that is needed is domain knowledge. If an expert thinks the interpretation of a
case is incorrect, then there must be some feature of the case which distinguishes it
from a case which is correctly interpreted by the pathway. Thus nothing other than
domain expertise is required to build a knowledge base.
Alain Rappaport (personal communication) has suggested that a good way to
consider RDR is a strong method, with conventional knowledge engineering as a
weak method. With RDR, the user has no control over the structuring of the
knowledge and new knowledge is added to the system in a highly controlled fashion.
However the knowledge is guaranteed to correctly interpret the case for which it has
been added and not misinterpret any case which has been used to instigate knowledge
acquisition. In contrast, conventional methods allow the knowledge engineer to
structure the knowledge in any way he or she chooses. The method is weak and
provides few constraints on how the knowledge is organised.
Task methods are in between in that they aim is to make the structure explicit by
requiring the knowledge engineer to analyse problem solving in terms of tasks.
Analysis is obviously required whereas RDR simply require the expert to use domain
knowledge to select from a list of conditions. On the other hand, Clancey aims to
ensure that there is no structure or control knowledge hidden in the knowledge base
[14]. With RDR there can be no control knowledge hidden in the way the rules are
organised; the expert (knowledge engineer) is not allowed to make knowledge
structuring decisions. However, we have yet to argue whether the RDR approach can
handle tasks other than classification. If it can we hypothesise that performance of

the RDR knowledge based system should be able to be modelled in any of the
frameworks used to model human problem solving.
Knowledge base is a binary tree.
Each node is a rule with any number of conjunctions (only).
Rules are only added never modified (the tree is never reorganised and nothing higher up in
tree is ever changed).
No probabilistic reasoning is used.
Conditions used in rules are boolean expressions which can include standard operators e.g.
(sex = female, pregnant = true, age >= 45, (A*B) = (A-B) etc.
Each rule is linked to the case which prompted the addition of the rule and this case is stored
when the rule is added (cornerstone case).
A rule can contain any conditions which are true for the case for which it is being added but
must include a condition which is true for this case but not true for the case associated with
the last satisfied rule in the sequence leading to the current rule.
Each rule has a conclusion associated with it. An RDR system normally gives a single
conclusion, the conclusion from the last rule in the sequence evaluated which is satisfied by
the data.
The key feature of ripple down rules is assisting and constraining the expert to only add valid
knowledge
A new rule is valid if it will correctly deal with the case for which it is added, and will not
result in the system mishandling at least the other cases which have been used for knowledge
acquisition. This means that knowledge acquisition will be incremental, rather than, cyclic or
haphazard.
The expert (and knowledge engineer) can only add rules at the bottom of a path, they thus
cannot embed any control knowledge in the rules effecting the way inferencing proceeds
Table 1: features of an RDR system used to provide single classifications

5.2

Ripples experience

RDR have now been used to build a large medical expert system, PEIRS used to
interpret chemical pathology reports at St.Vincent's Hospital Sydney [18, 25, 54].
This system now has over 1700 rules and covers much of chemical pathology,
making it a very large medical expert system. However the knowledge has been
added entirely by experts without any knowledge engineering assistance, nor any
knowledge engineering or programming skills. The system was put into routine use
with about 200 rules, with all later rules added with the system in actual routine use.
The 200 initial rules were added off-line while interfacing problems were sorted out,
but by the same process.
The laboratory data is initially processed into very simple categories of high, low,
normal. To allow greater flexibility over these simple functions, rules can also use
the standard mathematical operators found in procedural languages plus relational
operators to produce boolean expressions. Numerical data is used in such

expressions rather than the simple high, low etc in one quarter of the conditions in
rules. The rationale behind this approach is that although it is extremely difficult to
obtain appropriate expressions to deal with temporal data from experts in a global
sense, experts are highly skilled at providing justifications in particular contexts in
terms of such expressions. This obviates the need for probabilistic reasoning and
obtaining probabilistic information from an expert. Any oversimplification in a rule
will be corrected in a later rule, with the use of the expressions allowing whatever
type of refinement the expert requires.
An important overall result from these studies is that way the knowledge is added in
small independent chunks allows the knowledge acquisition to be carried out and the
system built while it is already in routine use. Experts can easily manage the
acquisition task as a minor extension to their normal duties of checking reports. The
experts have also come to the independent conclusion that the knowledge base will
never be complete, but will evolve along with the evolution of laboratory technology
and clinical interpretation knowledge. The speeds of the two developments seem
reasonably matched. Recently one of the key analytes in thyroid testing has been
changed with the new analyte providing somewhat different diagnostic information.
This has resulted in some knowledge no longer being used and new knowledge
having to be added. This required some effort but was not a significant task. The
success of this type of system strongly supports Rappaport's proposal that one does
not need a "better or "best" solution as long as a good enough solution can be
implemented on the right time scale. with appropriate resource requirements[57].

6

Ripple Problems

Ripple Down Rules in the form described above have the limitations that they are
restricted to classification and that only a single classification can be assigned to a
case. The important question of whether the general ripple strategy can go beyond
these limitations will be considered later. The immediate problem for ripple down
rules even within this limited type of application is that the same knowledge may end
up being repeated in many places throughout the tree. This may demand a great
increase in the knowledge acquisition task. Although this is a real problem it does
not vitiate the method. Standard inductive algorithms produce similar size
knowledge bases to manual RDR [43]. Gaines' Induct algorithm modified to produce
RDR produces a knowledge base one third the size of the manual version and one
half the size in terms of rule conditions [27, 31] These results suggest that manual
RDR are not as compact as inductive RDR, but a two fold difference is still a very
good result for a manual method. An important finding is that the inductively built
RDR knowledge bases, built for the standard induction data sets, are about one third
the size of those built by the original method [31] . This seems to be simply a result
of objects in the world being classified by a conjunction of conditions and they fail to
be that object if any of the conditions are false. Catlett also has argued that RDR are
a good mediating representation for dealing with the results of induction [3].
Gaines suggested an appropriate strategy overall, was to first build an RDR KB
manually (assuming well classified data is not available for induction). As this
develops it may eventually need compressing but by then it could be used to provide

consistent classifications for archived cases which could then be processed
inductively to produce a more compact version of the KB.

7

Formalising Ripples

Catlett above described ripple down rules as ordered rules with exceptions. The
exceptions to any rule is again a set of ordered rules with exceptions. This
description probably more truly captures the nature of this representation than
describing it as a tree particularly since the tree is so unbalanced, far more new rules
are added than corrections.[17].
Gaines has developed a KL-ONE like graphical representation language for
knowledge bases [27, 30]. In this language links are not labelled, only nodes, so that
one cannot specify that a rule is attached to the false or true branch of its parent. To
maintain his unlabelled links, Gaines adds an extra type of rule node, a rule that starts
a new context, i.e. a rule that is entered only from a satisfied rule. This captures the
essence of RDR but allows a rule to be reached from more than one rule. This may
or may not be useful.
Another approach (A.Srinivasan, Oxford University, personal communication) is to
describe ripple down rules in terms of prioritised or labelled logics. The difference
between these types of logic and other logics is that a predicate may have a label
attached to it, indicating its priority over other predicates. Rather than recursively
evaluating every predicate that may be considered, the priority labels may be used to
determine that inferencing will proceed via a single predicate. This remains to be
evaluated but may provide a basis for going beyond propositional reasoning with an
RDR approach. It also opens up the use of a least general generalisation approach
from inductive logic programming [47] to form rules.

8
8.1

Extending Ripple Down Rules
Multiple classifications

The Problem. A significant problem with ripple down rule trees is that only a
single classification is produced. Ripple down rules share this limitation with many
induction methods, e.g. ID3 and Induct. In many domains more than one
classification may be required, e.g. a patient with multiple diseases. Knowledge
bases produced either by manual ripple down rules or induction, in theory can be
organised to produce multiple classifications either by having multiple knowledge
bases or by designating a combination classification as a new single classification.
The problem with the combination classifications is that of repetition. For example if
classification A is independent of B, C and D then classifications A, B, C, D, AB,
AC, AD are possible. The combination classification approach requires that all the
rules to produce A have to be reproduced with each of B, C and D. This is the
strategy currently used in PEIRS and the experts are starting to notice the redundancy
caused by this problem although it has been minimised to date by the choice of
chemical pathology sub-domains for which the system has been developed.

The obvious solution for both the inductive methods and manual ripple down rules is
to have a series of knowledge bases for the different classifications. The first
problem is that this requires a structuring knowledge engineering decision about what
goes into the different knowledge bases and so is contrary to the ripple down rule
philosophy. Each knowledge base must deal with a group of mutually exclusive
classifications which are each independent from (and could co-occur with) the
classification produced by the other knowledge bases. This is a very difficult
knowledge engineering decision and in medicine at least is often impossible. The
aim then is a single RDR knowledge base which can be used to make multiple
classifications for a case.

Knowledge Base Structure.
The required knowledge base structure is very
simple and is an n-ary tree rather than a binary tree as previously used to describe
RDR (Fig 1). With binary tree RDR when a rule is added the conditions to choose
from come from the difference between the case and the case associated with the last
true rule. The expert knows nothing about the rules that have failed to fire and their
cases. The expert does not explicitly provide information that the new rule should
not apply to cases that satisfy one of the failed rules. Since the false branch is
irrelevant the tree is better seen as an n-ary tree and to achieve multiple
classifications for a case all children of each satisfied rule are evaluated down
through the tree. The classification from the last satisfied rule on each pathway is
given. The structure of the knowledge base may be able to be used to comment on
the quality of and relationhip between the conclusions. If classification A is reached
on one path but then on another path the case satisfies another rule giving a
classification A followed by a refinement rule also satisfied that gives B, then the
appropriate conclusion is B but probably not A. This approach may be used to
reduce the brittleness of the system and warn when conclusions may not be
appropriate [36, 37].
Such a system could of course be built as a decision table. The reason for not doing
this is that the tree structure easily identifies rules as corrections. As above this can
be exploited to assess the quality of the expert system's classifications and to partially
identify what classifications may occur together . Algorithms have been proposed for
controlling knowledge acquisition with case differences using a decision table, but no
experiments have been conducted [22, 34]

Knowledge Acquisition: Where to put the rule.
ways in which a case may be wrongly classified:
One or more of classifications may have to be deleted
One or more classifications may be added
Some combination of the above.

There are a number of

If a classification is to be deleted, then a rule producing a null classification is added
after the rule. If an extra classification is to be added, the rule goes at the highest
level The difficult problem is if a classification is to be deleted and a classification
added. Is the new rule a correction of the wrong rule to be attached at the bottom of
the pathway or should it be available more generally and attached to the highest level,
or somewhere in between with a null classification rule attached to the bottom of the
path? The problem here is a clear example what Rappaport sees as the central issue
in knowledge engineering: how does on achieve a balance between treating
knowledge as purely situated or global [57]?
We are currently investigating an approach where the expert is presented with
conditions to select for the rule which explicitly list the conditions satisfied in the
rule path as well as the differences. The conditions the expert chooses from the
pathway will not be used in the rule, rather they will determine where the new rule
should be attached. This is a complex situation as there may be a number of
pathways where the rule may be added. However, if the expert does not have a high
level of expertise then the locating conditions selected could be too specific or too
general resulting in either more rules to cover the same classification or more
correction rules if the first rule was too high up the tree. Such choices effect whether
the system will evolve rapidly with many cases being classified and many errors
having to be corrected or evolve more slowly with many cases unclassified as the
new rules are taken more strictly as corrections.
At present we are using the expert's choice of necessary rule conditions to determine
where the rule should go. We speculate that it should be possible to develop an
approach where the expert can specify whether he or she would like the system's
development to provide rapid coverage with lots of errors, or slow coverage with
fewer errors, or anywhere in between. As the KBS developed it may be possible to
use learning techniques to decide from existing examples of rules and classifications
in the knowledge base what the locating conditions should be and where the rule
should go. The learning should be able to select the necessary conditions in a more
or less conservative way as required by the expert and include the expert in
identifying conditions if required.

Knowledge Acquisition: Case Differences.
A key issue in knowledge
acquisition for a multiple classification RDR system is how to organise the case
differences. One of the advantages of single classification RDR is that only one case
may be misinterpreted by the new rule and so the case difference list from which the
expert selects one or more conditions to ensure a valid rule can be constructed easily.
With the multiple classification environment other cases associated with other rules
may now be able to reach the new rule added, causing them to have extra
classifications.
With the RDR approach we do not want to the expert to make up a rule which is then
checked, rather we wish to present the expert with a list of conditions to choose from
which will ensure a valid rule. The difference between the intersection of the
cornerstone cases which can reach the rule and the new case cannot be used. There
may be a number of different reasons which exclude these cornerstone case so that

intersection may be empty or may not include the conditions the expert wishes to use.
A very simple algorithm is to present the expert first with differences between the
new case and one of the cornerstone cases to make a new rule. If this rule does not
exclude all the cornerstone cases, differences between another of the cases not
excluded and the new case are again presented to the expert and a further rule is
added and so on till all cases are excluded.
In theory one should exclude all cornerstone cases. In practice however the
knowledge base evolves so that a case that is initially given a single classification
may later need other classifications as well. The algorithm we use is that whenever a
case requires the addition of a rule and becomes a cornerstone case, it is also counted
as a cornerstone case for any other rule which it correctly fires to give other
classifications. This means that we gradually build up a number of cornerstone cases
for each rule for which the case difference algorithm above must be used. We do not
however apply the algorithm to all cornerstone cases; we wait for errors to occur.

Experience with Multiple Classifications.
The GARVAN-ES1 expert
system is currently being re-implemented as a multiple classification expert system
using essentially the algorithm above. The knowledge base is about two-thirds
complete and it appears that it will be of a similar size to the single classification
version, but it is uncertain whether it will increase in size more rapidly or more
slowly as it nears completion. Most of the acquisition has been done by the expert
who has added the PIERS rules. He is happy with the somewhat different knowledge
acquisition task, but one still based on selection of conditions which will produce a
valid rule, except here the validity is weaker. Further evaluation of the rather
speculative algorithms above using the GARVAN and PEIRS domains is proposed.

Multiple Classification Control
Knowledge.
From Clancey's
perspective making the control knowledge explicit makes clear the type of model that
is being constructed [14]. In contrast with multiple classification RDRs the control
decision of where to put a rule primarily effects how the system develops. For
practical real world systems this is a critical issue. Is it preferable for the system to
make a lot of errors early on which will gradually diminish or have a low error rate
requiring occasional addition of rule continuing for the life of the system.
8.2

Configuration Tasks

Clancey's distinction between classification and configuration[10] is still fundamental
although Clancey would probably now make the distinction between classification
and simulation [14].
A significant configuration task has been attempted with RDR [48], but in the initial
study the "no knowledge engineering" principle of ripple down rules has be
abandoned. The case is discussed here to make clear the problems that must be
addressed if configuration tasks are to be handled in a similar way to classification
tasks with no knowledge engineering decisions.

The configuration task attempted is to configure an ion chromatography system.
There are eight components which may be varied giving many different combinations
of equipment and reagents to try and optimise the system for different types of
samples to be tested. In this particular case there was a data base of over 4000
published applications of ion chromatography. Induct [27] was used to develop eight
separate RDR classification trees to decide on each of the eight components. The
number of rules per KB varied form 67 to 640.
In the system developed the available data for a case were applied to each of the eight
trees; any new data were added to working memory and the data run on the eight
KBS again.
With conventional ripple down rules, for multiple or single
classification, an unknown condition results in the rule failing, unless the rule
explicitly uses "unknown" as a condition. In the system developed, it was assumed
that as long as a rule did not fail because a condition was false rather than unknown,
then it was assumed that the rule may be true. This may result in a number of
pathways through the tree, with possibly different choices for the component. A
conservative approach was then followed by only adding to working memory
conclusions from trees where a single conclusion had been reached, perhaps a
number of times. This process is then repeated till no further changes in working
memory occur. The rules are then run with a conventional RDR inference engine
where unknown is false and only a single conclusion is reached for each tree. As a
final check this data is now run again to see if anything changes, if it does the report
indicates that the configuration has to be finalised by hand. This simple method
performs satisfactorily on test data.
8.3

Merging RDR Classification and Configuration

The issue we wish to explore is whether the knowledge engineering decisions above,
setting up a structure for configuration, could be hidden so that as a knowledge base
developed it could gradually emerge that it was being used for configuration rather
than classification, and the particular type of configuration further identified. These
would be explanations of what the KBS was doing rather than control decisions to
get the system to carry out the appropriate task. It should be noted that we do not
have solutions to these problems, at best they are suggestions of where solutions may
lie.

Data modelling.
One key issue is how the data should be handled. Some data
modelling is always necessary. In the KADS approach considerable effort is put into
ensuring a good representation. For RDR a simple attribute value approach is
sufficient and the data types matter little. It does not matter much for example if
boolean variables such as TSH_HIGH, TSH_LOW and TSH_NORMAL are used
rather than a variable TSH with three ordinal values. The choice of representation
affects induction as knowledge is implicit in the representation which otherwise has
to be gained from the examples but for RDR the expert choice of rule conditions
depends on the expert and the meaning he or she attaches to names.
The problem becomes more difficult with configuration systems. With single
classification RDR the classifications are, for all purposes, different values of a single

classification variable as the output of the system is restricted to a single
classification at a time. With a multiple classification system, some classifications
are independent and may occur together or are mutually exclusive and never occur
together. The mutually exclusive nature of such classifications is not controlled by
the representation but is determined by the knowledge added.
For a configuration system it is essential to know which classifications are mutually
exclusive. Firstly the classifications produced are fed back into the system as data.
Secondly in the approach outlined above rules do not fail because of an unknown
condition but only because a condition is explicitly false. That is, it must be known
whether a conclusion that has been reached is mutually exclusive with a condition in
a rule being evaluated. It must be known whether the two classifications can be
treated essentially as two mutually exclusive values of the one attribute.
In the RDR approach we do not wish to carry out knowledge acquisition to determine
representations.
We suggest that the developing knowledge base contains
information about which conclusions can occur together and which are mutually
exclusive. We speculate that an algorithm could be applied to the knowledge base to
identify groupings of mutually exclusive and independent classifications. We
imagine the development of such an algorithm is fairly straightforward, if necessary
based on approaches to discovering new concepts in inductive logic programming
[47]. These groupings would of course be open to ongoing revision as more
knowledge is added.
We thus have an approach whereby the classifications that emerge as the system
evolves can be organised as independent attributes with mutually exclusive values as
required in configuration problems. Of course the system's use of data could evolve
in the same way as in the TSH example above. This starts to blur the distinction
between what is data and what are classifications and suggests that a system could
start out based on simple literals and a more complex implicit data model be
identified later as required.
It should be noted that this attempt to build a data model from information supplied
in context seems to have much in common with Boy's approach to indexing
documents [2].
In embedded applications such concerns are of less importance as the data model is
largely determined by the rest of the system, and there should be only one data model
for the whole system [34, 35]. Secondly there is no reason to rely solely on learning
techniques to identify attributes and values. The expert should be free to identify
attributes and values as long as these can be refined (see below).

Inferencing.
There is no reason to have multiple knowledge bases for
configuration as in the example above. The multiple classification approach to
inferencing is equivalent to having separate knowledge bases, but also allows a more
complex structure equivalent to what could be called nested separate sub-knowledge
bases, which may allow more possibilities. The only extra requirement for
configuration is the treatment of unknown conditions. For configuration, if a

condition in a rule is unknown, but yet could be concluded by the knowledge base
somewhere, then it should be assumed that the conclusion of the rule is possible and
added to the working memory for a further inference cycle. One must be able to
decide if a condition in a rule is unknown, or is false because the attribute referred to,
even if unnamed, has another value. We speculate that it does not really matter if the
organisation of classifications into attributes and values proposed above either too
readily identifies classifications as mutually exclusive or fails to pick these up early
on. We speculate that what this will effect is the way the system's knowledge
evolves.
At this stage we have not fully explored the issue of the number of inference cycles
and stopping criteria if cyclic changes in attributes and values occur, nor alternate
constraint based or truth maintenance methods. The critical issue with the approach
we have outlined is that it will work for classification as well as configuration. In the
final pass through the rules unknown is assumed to be false, the same approach as
used for classification. The rules will not include conditions which can be concluded
by other rules. Note that is this approach there is no requirement for intermediate
conclusions.

Further Data Modelling and Expert Interface.
It is essential in this
approach that the expert find and reuse conclusions. If each conclusion is a new text
string, it will be impossible to organise conclusions into attribute value groupings, an
essential requirement for the configuration approach above. PIERS has almost half
as many classifications as rules despite a simple text string find facility to enable the
expert to find and reuse conclusions. It is important to develop some way of assisting
and encouraging the expert to find the right classification. The relations that we
surmise can be discovered (above) may be used to organise the presentation of
classifications to the expert. Other techniques for relating rules may be relevant [15].
Secondly it seems appropriate to ask the expert about relationships between
classifications in terms of new attributes, perhaps using a personal construct approach
[29]. These may used for nothing more than to help the expert identify a
classification. Asking for further information of this nature is not contrary to the
ripple down rule principle for no analysis is required, only acquisition. No decisions
are being made to structure the knowledge base for inference, rather, this knowledge
is used to structure the choices presented to the expert. Again the adequacy of the
information provided here by the expert is not intrinsic to the success of the system
rather it determines how the system will evolve. In contrast to other approaches each
maintenance incident takes the same effort regardless of the size of the knowledge
base. However, expert choices like the will effect the pattern of maintenance
incidents over the life of the system.
A related issue is the identification of features in the data. The expert may wish to
refer to data (or classifications) from a higher level viewpoint. The most obvious
application of this is in dealing with images, but it is a widespread requirement. The
conventional approach is that this is part of the data modelling task, however the
identification of features is never satisfactory (e.g. note above the frequent use of
numeric data in PIERS to implicitly refine identification of data as high, low, etc).
The RDR approach allows one to refine pre-identified features in specific contexts

and this works well dealing with temporal data in PIERS. However, the identifier for
the feature still refers to the old definition. The problem with any changed definition
of a feature is that it cannot be changed globally because there may be earlier rules
which worked well with an earlier definition of the feature and which will introduce
errors with the new feature definition. Menzies has proposed time stamping the
changes in feature definition so that they will only be use with new rules [45]. This
has not yet been evaluated and may need some refinement to avoid oscillating feature
definitions generated from different contexts. The purpose of introducing features is
not to organise the knowledge structure using intermediate conclusions but to mange
the way the choice of conditions is presented to the expert so that he or she is not
overwhelmed with choices.

Explanation.
From Clancey's perspective a knowledge base should be able to
provide a variety of explanations[14]. We suggest that the extra information required
about the relationships between various classifications and data (if these should be
any longer distinguished) that we hypothesise can be gained either by induction or
from the expert could also be used to provide a variety of explanations. For example
in PEIRS and GARVAN-ESI there is no relationship between the classifications of
thyrotoxicosis (hyperthyroidism) and hypothyroidism. In fact they are mutually
exclusive and ordinal as they represent under and overactivity of the thyroid gland.
There are also a number of more subtle variants. If these relationships are discovered
or acquired, even in very simple form, it seems to us that the "heuristics" then have
the potential to be converted into a so called "deeper" model. The relationship
between the ordinal relationships between TSH levels (high and low) and hyper and
hypothyroidism as found in the rules. could be expressed as monotonic decreasing in
QSIM terms [38], capturing the implication of negative feedback. This proposal
links with other work or translating between models [39], linking models and
heuristics in causal explanations [46] testing models against data [26] and
discovering models [42].
The details of what we are suggesting are highly speculative; the important point we
are claiming is that it seems possible to build knowledge bases by the incremental
addition of situated knowledge for both classification and configuration tasks without
having to carry out analysis and distinguish between these tasks. Extra knowledge
can be added along the way to improve access to the system. This is in many ways
the same notion as explanation since it is concerned with providing viewpoints to
encapsulate what the system is doing. The success with which this knowledge is
acquired or induced will affect the explanations of the system and access to the
system, but in contrast to conventional systems this knowledge is not used by the
system to structure the way in which it reaches conclusions.

9

Summary

Knowledge engineering has moved from a knowledge extraction perspective to a
modelling perspective. However, the modelling perspective, finds its roots in a
philosophical viewpoint that the knowledge that an expert expresses is constructed to
justify the expert's insights and judgements. These justifications have nothing to do

with how the expert carries out problem solving. This then suggests that it is not
necessary to carry out problem solving in terms of any particular task analysis. It is
hypothesised that this type of difficult analysis is not necessary. Rather it is possible
to incrementally acquire small pieces of situated domain knowledge which will
evolve into the type of problem solver required. The goal is that the system itself
should incorporate these fragments into the knowledge based system, rather than
relying on the expert and knowledge engineer to make decision about how to
structure the knowledge.
This approach could be called apprenticeship learning, because the apprentice
gradually learns to overcome their mistakes and develop a more expert performance.
As well, the apprentice gradually learns how to explain their conclusions in various
frameworks. The apprentice does this by reflecting on their own knowledge as well
as acquiring the bits and pieces of knowledge necessary to create explanations in
these frameworks. The approach we have proposed, if feasible, would seem likely to
produce such apprentice systems. The teacher doesn't know how the apprentice
organises their knowledge. The teacher just keeps on pointing out errors and
providing guidance and eventually the apprentice becomes an expert. Like a human
the system will have the potential to explain itself in whatever framework is required,
but as with humans this will be a difficult skill to develop and as with humans a
crucial issue will be in trying to find the right buttons to press to get the right answers
Apprentices also make better and better guesses as their skills develop. We surmise
that in the approach we have outlined one could use either an expert or an appropriate
learning algorithm to decide which of the allowed conditions should be used in a
rule. We have emphasised the expert, but as with Gaines development[27], there
seems no reason that induction could not be used to identify the conditions to be
selected if sufficient data was available.
Finally, in keeping with Clancey's proposal the expert or knowledge engineer cannot
make or embed control decisions in domain knowledge[14]. However, there are
further levels of domain knowledge implicit in the structure of the knowledge base as
it evolves that we hypothesise can be identified and used. The control decisions that
an expert or knowledge engineer can make with this approach determine the
evolution of the system; they can decide what sort of evolution is suitable for the
domain.
The modelling approach to knowledge acquisition is a major advance over the
knowledge extraction approach. Our highly speculative hypothesis is that it is not
necessary for apprentices to be told how to organise their knowledge. If their
knowledge is constantly corrected and added to they will organise it themselves to
carry out the required problem solving. The essence of our hypothesis is that it may
be possible to organise a knowledge base system like a human apprentice so that the
difficulty of adding each new piece of knowledge is independent of the amount of
knowledge already accumulated. Acquiring knowledge becomes a very simple
incremental activity.
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